AVCOMM – EQ LINK

AVCOMM HEADSETS

A new, intercom-powered hands-free LED flashlight that’s built into the headset microphone. Never require batteries. Provides power to the LED’s without a battery pack! Has a backup power system that provides 30 minutes of power in case of power failure. Integrated version powered by the aircraft intercom system (No battery pack required)

AVCOMM AC-747FL HEADSET - Comes with GA and Helicopter cords Key Features: Ships Power FLITE LiFE - no battery pack or wires required! Exclusive PNR technology and “plug and fly” design. Full flex boom Ultra-lite micro samarium cobalt speakers. Each ear cup features an independent volume control. M-60 microphone with active filtering chip Deluxe Comfort Package included Full five-year factory warranty Converts easily by plugging in either the general aviation straight cord or the helicopter coiled cord (both included with the headset), FACTORY INSTALLED • Stainless steel headband with easy thumbnut adjustment • Deluxe comfort headpad • Acoustic foam earseals ALSO INCLUDED • 100% cotton ear covers • Acoustic mic muff P/N 11-02262 ...............................$295.53


AVCOMM AC-200 PNR™ with Bluetooth P/N 11-10869 ...............................$296.95

AVCOMM AC-900HD PNR DELUXE HEADSET

The AC900HD PNR (Silver) offers enhancements which make the AC900HD PNR the premium choice in the Avcomm headset lineup. Pilots and passengers everywhere are praising the features and benefits, claiming its comfort and performance surpass anything they’ve used before. The powerful, ultra-lite Neodymium speakers produce a richer, smoother frequency response for both voice and music. The powerful magnetic core and diaphragm provide high sensitivity and optimized response. P/N 11-16079 ...............................$153.00

AVCOMM AC1000 ANR HEADSET

AC1000 Matte Black EditionActive Noise Reduction rated at 52 dB Bluetooth Connectivity for Audio and Communication. Dual GA Plugs. 3-Way Audio Priority Switch: A - Intercom Priority, B - All Audio Sources, C - Intercom Only. 3-Color Power/Battery Status LED. 4-Function Bluetooth Status LED. Deluxe leather Ear Cushions. Dual-Function Auto Shut Off. Auxiliary 3.5mm Audio Input (Cable included). Requires 2 AA batteries (batteries not included). 5-Year Warranty with 30-Day Money Back Guarantee. P/N 11-16337 ...............................$294.95

AVCOMM PERSONAL HEADSET BAG

These lightweight, tough bags provide protection for an individual headset, charts, or personal items. A zippered compartment on the outside is ideal for accessories. P/N 11-15412 ...............................$14.95

EQ-LINK WIRELESS HEADSET SYSTEM

The EQ-Link Headset offers wireless freedom in the aviation cockpit. The EQ-Link module plugs into standard general aviation inputs on the aircraft’s audio panel and provides a 2.4 GHz frequency hopping link (not Bluetooth®) to the EQ-1 ANR Headset. Now you can enjoy all of the features of a premium ANR headset with none of the wires! Plug and Play operation. No installation required. The EQ-Link Headset plugs into your aircraft’s audio panel just like any other conventional wired headset and can be used in combination with other brand of wired headset being used in the aircraft’s intercom system. Comes supplied with EQ-1 Headset, EQ-Link wireless module, USB wall charger (with international charging adapters), USB charging cables for EQ-1 Headset and EQ-Link module.

System with Dual GA Plugs .................. P/N 11-11335 .................. $989.00
System with Helicopter Plugs ............. P/N 11-11377 .................. $989.00
Replacement Headset ..................... P/N 11-11336 .................. $750.00

EQ REVERSE LINK SYSTEM

The EQ-Reverse/Link system represents a breakthrough in wireless headset communications. Now any aviation headset can have the same wireless freedom as our popular EQ-Link single headset system. The EQ-Reverse/Link system is comprised of the EQ-Link and EQ-Reverse/Link modules. Any standard aviation headset can be plugged into the Reverse/Link while the EQ-Link is plugged into the aircraft’s intercom system. A wireless link is provided by EQ-1’s tried and true 2.4 Ghz, TDMA protocol, (not Bluetooth®) R.F. link to provide crystal clear and interference free communications up to 30 feet away from the audio panel. P/N 11-12106 ...............................$919.00

EQ LINK 4 PLACE MULTI HEADSET SYSTEM

The EQ-Link module plugs into standard general aviation inputs on the aircraft’s audio panel and provides a 2.4 GHz frequency hopping link (not Bluetooth®) to the EQ-1 ANR Headset. Now you can enjoy all of the features of a premium ANR headset with none of the wires! Plug and Play operation. No installation required. The EQ-Link Headset plugs into your aircraft’s audio panel just like any other conventional wired headset and can be used in combination with other brand of wired headset being used in the aircraft’s intercom system. Comes supplied with EQ-1 Headset, EQ-Link wireless module, USB wall charger (with international charging adapters), USB charging cables for EQ-1 Headset and EQ-Link module.

P/N 11-12107 ...............................$3,239.00

EQ-1 BLUETOOTH MOBILE PHONE ADAPTER FOR EQLINK HEADSET

The EQ-1 Mobile phone adapters will allow EQ-Link users to answer and send mobile phone call directly from their EQ-1 Wireless Headset. P/N 11-12031 ...............................$49.99